A-Level Photography
Guidelines for a Letter of Application

If you wish to apply for A-Level Photography September 2020 please submit a letter of application detailing your interest in this subject and suitability for the course.

We will be selecting a shortlist from your letters of application to go forward to our Guidance Discussions.

We have a maximum of 14 places on the course.

Letters of application must be typed as continuous prose, no smaller than 10pt and on 1 A4 side.

Following are some suggested questions you could answer as a framework for your letter:

- Introduce yourself to us in a short paragraph – GCSEs, hobbies, family, home etc.
- Do you meet our grade/subject requirements?
- Tell us about your interest in art and creativity and most importantly photography. Why are you interested in this course and what experience/background do you have with photography?
- Which photographers or types of photography do you find inspirational and why?
- If you do not meet our grade/subject requirements explain how/why you may be suited to this course?
- At this point do you think you will be making a career/university choice relevant to this subject? Give details.
- How would A-Level Photography sit alongside your other subject choices?
- What could you personally bring to this course?
- What is your alternative subject choice if you are not successful with your photography application? (Please put this alternative subject on your main application form)

Attach a photograph of yourself so we can put a face to a name.

Your letter should be attached to your Sixth Form Application and delivered to: Sixth Form Admissions Friday 29th November 2019.

Good luck – we look forward to reading your letter of application.